Résumé. 2014 2014 The free density in surface related theories is considered as a projection of a n-dimensional system. Grand canonical variances are used to solve the multi-level problem in the diffusion limit. A natural superposition occurs that avoids the 1/03C4 idea. The kinetic origins of the time constants are discussed. The imposed conditions lead to contradictions in carrier density related theories of a real M.O.S. device. The derived 1/f spectrum is shown to arise from a stationary, Gaussian, non-Markovian process that is not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
inaccurate. Parallel to this, the rapid progress in the amorphous field has resulted in a more special interest of the M.O.S. system. It appeared to be a strong candidate (at very low temperatures) for studying more fundamental phenomena experimentally with respect to the two dimensional n-body problem. These interpretations, together with to-day's refined technology, throws up the question whether previous theories still can be applied. In this paper we are interested in surface related 1/f noise.
Low frequency noise is an almost universal phenomenon for which no generally accepted theory exists. In physical devices it is well known that the surface plays an important role. Numerous efforts have been undertaken in trying to find a theoretical explanation in M.O.S. devices with a varying degree of success. It is the only occasion, where some realistic predictions have been made.
The large majority of those 1/f theories make a tacit use of a mathematical device that has been known for a long time [1, 2, 3] and a physical interpretation that was worked out in [4] . These ideas are the corner stones of the modified versions in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] (see also for further refs.). It has been shown in [11] The information about these basic elements and the choice of the fluctuating quantity are not very exhaustive neither in the original contribution nor in the following ones. The analysis becomes even more difficult if the 'bond switching idea is accepted near the surface. The trap density then becomes a dynamical quantity [15, 16] . Points (i) an (ii) will therefore be considered from the usual SHR point of view using G-R theory. The results in the multi dimensional case will be more explicit than those from [13] and [14] by using grand-canonical variances and by avoiding the Boltzmann-Approximation (BA).
In the original contribution and subsequent treatments the averaging procedure is accepted without criticism. Decomposing a complex problem into more simple basic processes may not work statistically, however. Besides, the majority of the treatments only consider the decaying properties of these basic processes. This is a little unexpected since the stationary variance is closely related to the relaxation mechanism. It will be shown that the socalled averaging only can be carried out under certain conditions. They are not always satisfied in surface related theories. It is suggested that the right order of magnitude of any prediction is mainly due to the inherent use of a strong statistical and physical argument and not so much to the proposed theory.
2. The model. - The modifications of the model from [4] are not consistent with respect to the choice of the fluctuating variable or the 1/i and modulation idea. We therefore reproduce an example from literature [9] that is characteristic to our (ii) Let this fluctuation be governed by a time constant i such that the autocovariance can be written as (iii) The current I is proportional to N and since a single carrier causes a current of e/,r, with r, being the transit time, the current spectral density can be written as (iv) Take into account a non-poissonian behaviour for the variance and write where 03B2(N) stands for the surface efficiency (see [6] and [9] for instance). (ii) The basic process given by (1) constitutes an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [11] . Are [13, 14] [23] .
Previous work on the macroscopic treatment of noise has been summarized in [14] . Even [4] . (iv) Machlup process. In stochastic literature the process is well-known and can be considered as a two-state Markov process in continuous time [27] . It is one of the simplest stationary processes and has a complete solution, since the partial differential equation of the probability transform is linear. As can be seen from (11), it is now more difficult to account for the single time constant such as is given by equation (4 Surface theories make extensive use of (9), (10) and (11) . It is then usually referred to [14] and [25] . The stationary statistics are taken from the grand canonical ensemble. Basically, it is then referred to the Einstein interpretation of the Boltzmann principle.
The definition of the entropy function is extended to a class of non-equilibrium states and used to establish a probability density function. It has been shown in [29] however that this need not to be valid in a strongly interacting system. Problems [31] . This is important for 1/f theories since the relaxation toward equilibrium is now more complicated than the G-R theorem suggests. In order words it remains to be seen whether SHR kinetics always relaxes back in a fashion that can be described by a single time constant. In this paper the restoring is supposed to be strong enough however.
Consider the kinetics for a single carrier [33] : where we have used the equilibrium condition :
If the system, given by (14) and (15) [33] and denoted by (our notation) :
From the equilibrium condition (19) it can be seen however that the use of quasi levels implies the Boltzmann-Approximation (BA) :
At an interface or in a disordered structure, transport depends on the kinetics near the Fermi level so that the BA may not hold. This also counts for surface related 1/f theories since the interactions with the oxide often take place at the same energy level.
Relaxing the heatbath assumption provides us with relatively simple expressions. As for the time constant more details about the physical process are now needed in order to obtain the 1/1 structure of equation (4) . This can be difficult in a practical case since the real nature of the socalled slow states is not known yet and about the interaction kinetics confusion exists [10] . Restoring the heatbath assumption means in (18) where we have used (19) plus the BA for the last equality. That this is a correct result can also be seen from (14) . Using the BA :
With n2 acting as a heatbath (no fluctuations) the time constant is then determined by b, NZ as in (24 [13] and [14] . Though the statistical nature of electronic processes in solids is basically of a non-linear character (Pauli exclusion principle), these treatments consider sufficiently sharply peaked transition probabilities sothat it can be linearized. The actual process is therefore assumed to be describable by a multidimensional 0-U process [31] . In disordered structures this may not work since the propagation has a nonGaussian and non-Markovian character [23] . In [15, 16] it is suggested that an amorphous transition region exists at the Si-Si02 interface in order to meet some discrepancies that arise with the physical interpretation of experimental evidence in surface related 1/f noise theories. If this is correct than the diffusion approximation for a statistical treatment (G-R theorem, Langevin with a white source, Burgess' method etc.) may become inaccurate. We hope to come back upon this elsewhere. For a discussion of the existing theories, the notions from [13] and [14] are used.
Introducing a third level (SHR statistics) complicates the analysis considerably. The complete expressions from [13, 14] and [35] can hardly be used for a physical interpretation. Usually the noise is then calculated numerically in order to be able to derive the desired 1/f dependency. The analytical treatment can be simplified however if one uses consistently the grand canonical variances for the respective levels. A more complete discussion will appear elsewhere. In this paper the relevant results for our case will be presented without comment. On the other hand, they reduce to the expressions that can be found in [13] and [14] . They will be used within the context of previous 1/f theories that have applied the SHR idea for a more involved treatment of the time constant. Both [13] and [14] (also the thermodynamic method from [29] where M represents the relaxation matrix [13, 14, 41] and C the correlation matrix (I is the identlty matrix). For the relaxation matrix the following rate equations are studied :
From these equations it follows that it is dealt with a closed but non-cycling system without using the BA. The rate constants are assumed to originate from additive processes. In equilibrium it follows that : Linearizing (30) and (32) [14] with B the matrix for the infinitesimal variances. It will be more convenient however to use the non-cycling idea of the two-level case where the levels are considered to be independent. For obtaining the variance of level one in the three variable case, the levels two and three are taken together and by using the two-level result equation (18) :
It will be shown elsewhere in a more detailed discussion that this is also correct in the cycling case, provided that the socalled Wegscheider relations hold. This also counts for the non-cycling n-dimensional problem. Similarly :
and for the covariance, using the particle constraint :
For the (cros) spectral densities of levels one and two (or two and three), the relaxation matrix will be different Here we are interested in the free carriers (level three). The spectral density becomes (see eq. (37)) :
Applying a partial fraction expansion and using (35) , (39) [13] and [14] . The reason why we have reproduced certain results is threefold.
In the first place, we like to stress the simple form of the stationary variance in the multilevel case by using grand canonical variances in a consistent way.
The intrinsic recombination variance, for instance, is identical with (18) if the BA is used and if the valence band is identified with the first level. Some explicit results have been obtained in [35] (appendix B). Again the BA is used however. The use of the BA may be the main reason why this symmetry in the variance never received much attention. This is probably due to the popularity of the quasi levels, since they imply the BA, thereby simplifying the analysis. If this symmetry is disregarded, it will be difficult to use the complicated expressions for a 1/f theory. For the more involved cases their explicit calculation is usually avoided by evaluating the spectrum directly, using the relaxation matrix elements and those of the infinitesimal variances (1/2 M-l B rather than C) [13, 14] . As an example we take equation (16) of [29] . Electron-hole recombination with donors as a third level gave for the variance of the electrons :
where no is the equilibrium value for the electrons and io for the donors, with po the hole equilibrium density. Identifying the electrons with the third level, the donors the second and the holes with the first one, this expression reduces to (our notation) :
As can be seen, the thermodynamic method from [29] implies the BA for the valence and the conduction band (f1 ~ 1, f3 1).
In Thirdly, the treatments from [13, 14, 29] and others make a free use of the Boltzmann Approximation.Y At the interface the situation is rather complex. If one accepts the idea of an amorphous transition region [15, 16] [10] or assume an effective use of the Fermi level [9] . On the other hand, these aspects require a different interpretation if one introduces the idea of a strong electron-phonon coupling near the interface [36, 37] . As was mentioned before, in this paper we are only interested in the statistical origins of the McWorther model assuming therefore a direct interaction in the usual sense with states in the oxide.
Consider a n-type channel.
The following multilevel problem then emerges :
It is supposed that the levels do not interact with each other. For this k-level problem a particle constraint exists and there are k -1 time constants involved.
In the limiting case the levels will be assumed to be closely spaced letting k go to infinity. The rate equations governing the transitions are 87 Assuming a multi-dimensional 0-U process, the perturbed quantities satisfy (eliminating the kth level) :
The nature of the McWorther type of treatments greatly simplify the k-dimensional problem, which is usually too complex to handle. For kinetics at the same energy the occupancies are the same for all levels. Using the equilibrium condition : For the covariance matrix, the same idea is used as in the previous section for the three level problem :
The adiabatic assumption converts (73) and (74) into :
For a uniform distribution of trapping centres in the oxide, the covariance matrix then becomes :
since a, = U2 = ··· = 03C30. As can be seen from (29) the matrix M + j03C9I needs to be inverted. Since we are interested in the spectral density of n, only the last row of this matrix will be considered. Denoting its elements by ak1, ak2, ... akk respectively, the cofactors of alk, a2k, ... akk are needed. As an example, the cofactor of alk is :
The other cofactors can be found in a similar way. The total determinant is more involved :
It is difficult to work with this expression. Fortunately the adiabatic assumption makes N N, sothat (78) simplifies to :
The spectrum follows from (69), (76), (77) [26] . Assuming charged dangling bonds at the origins of the slow states [36, 37] , the trapdensity will be larger since C-V plots only detect the net charge. Assuming an ad-hoc 1 ji distribution for the timeconstants suggests that the basic spectrum (representing an 0-U process [11] ) needs to be averaged, or in other words, the spectrum represents a random function (transformed random variable). Two difficulties arise with this picture. In the first place, the procedure requires independent processes. This is usually accounted for by stating that the trapping in one surface element is independent from another and that each element has its own time constant [4, 6, tance, hopdistance, gap energy, barrier energy, diffusion length etc. The 1/i probability density function idea does not exist. This is also satisfying since a normalising constant is physically a difficult quantity to explain. The final result arises from a process that is not in equilibrium however. In equilibrium the noise is determined by the velocity spectral density of the free carriers [14] which is classically not perturbed by the trapping kinetics.
These notions imply the following inconsistencies for the model of section two. The autocovariance of equation (1) suggests an 0-U process. This is not in accord with the non-Gaussian variance of equation (3) . The time constant of equation (4) implies a heatbath (linearization and the BA). This is not consistent with the assumption that the free density has as a variance equation (3) . The averaging yields a nonMarkovian process that does not satisfy the 0-M theory [11] . Extra complications arise in a real device with respect to the classical treatment for a strong electron-phonon coupling [15, 16] . Note however that equations (6) and (7) are identical with equation (92) if ay = ln 03C42/03C41 and 03B2(N) = Nox/( N ~. The former identity is a formal one (spatial averaging vs. ensemble average) whereas the latter could be interpreted as some surface efficiency.
Despite these limitations one may wonder why the 1/s idea has been so successfull in the past. It even has been proposed as a more general explanation of the 1/y phenomenon [20] and is still quite popular today [18, 19] . It is suggested that this is caused by the implicit use of some strong arguments :
(i) The grand canonical variance is firmly rooted into the general theory of equilibrium statistical mechanics.
(ii) The 0-U process is some kind of central limit process for complicated statistical phenomena. (i) The variance is usually excluded from the averaging.
(ii) The ad-hoc 1/i assumption is thermodynamically unrealistic.
(iii) The Heatbath Assumption and the Boltzmann Approximation are not always satisfied.
(iv) Confusion exists about the interaction with the interface (the choice of the time constant determines the statistics).
(v) The Physical picture contradicts sometimes the statistical one (Physically Gauss, statistically nonGauss for instance).
The method can be summed up as follows :
(i) Consider a sufficiently large but weakly interacting system (conditions for superposition are then satisfied).
( 
